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Customer expectations, competitive advantage, and ease of delivery mean more 
intellectual property and data are online. New technologies, regulations, and liabilities 
seem to develop overnight—making risk mitigation and data protection critical 
and complex.

Our certified Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC) experts integrate governance 
policies, risk management strategies, and regulatory compliance with your business 
goals. We base your GRC needs on your risk appetite and industry requirements, applying 
leading security frameworks and best practices for assurance that your cyber risks are 
managed and controlled.

GRC Services Focused On
ADVISORY | AUDIT | ASSESSMENT | ASSURANCE | ATTESTATION

Cloud Security Governance
Cloud environments move data and processes at the speed of innovation. You need 
clarity to ensure that critical and sensitive assets moving in, out, and between cloud 
environments are protected by the specialized security the cloud requires.
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Risk & Compliance
Businesses and security leaders are increasingly responsible for minimizing cyber risks 
and exposure while safeguarding critical data assets. Aligning your threat landscape 
across industry controls helps you identify gaps and prioritize actionable strategies that 
help fortify your business. 
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Governance, Risk & Compliance

Unified Cybersecurity for Data and Privacy BENEFITS
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Converge Technology Solutions is a services-led, software-enabled, IT & cloud solutions 
provider focused on delivering industry leading solutions and services.

When you partner with Converge Cybersecurity, you can expect your priorities to be ours. Our team of strategists, 
former CISOs, and security experts provide unbiased expertise to help you build, manage, and optimize cybersecurity 
across your enterprise.

From technology solutions to advisory services, we bring our decades on the front lines of cybersecurity to help you 
safeguard your organization in a shifting landscape of risks, vulnerabilities, and regulations. We listen first, apply our 
expertise to address your challenges, and ensure that the technologies we deliver meet your current and future needs.

Relentlessly Focused on Cybersecurity

Virtual CISO
A gap in cybersecurity leadership can happen in any organization. Our Virtual CISO (vCISO) experts are here to step in 
with the guidance and support needed so you can continue to manage and drive initiatives with expertise.

• Cybersecurity Program 
& Policy Development

• Roadmap Formulation 
& Management

• Strategic Direction & 
Tactical Enablement 

• Cyber Insurance & Third-
Party Readiness

• Ad Hoc Guidance
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